Approximately 50% of cancer patients worldwide receive radiation therapy. In many of these patients, the malignancy relapses after a long, yet variable, disease-free or progression-free period. In breast and prostate cancer patients, over 50% of local recurrences occur after 5 y following radiotherapy.[@R1]^,^[@R2] The mechanisms whereby radiotherapy induce persistent objective responses as well as those that underpin subsequent therapeutic failures remain poorly understood. Classically, delayed relapses have been explained as the combined function of initial tumor cell death, the number of malignant cell clones surviving therapy, and the rate of repopulation. However, disease stabilization might equally well reflect an intrinsic cellular dormancy, a failure in angiogenesis, or an equilibrium between cell proliferation and death.

To study the mechanisms underpinning radiotherapy-induced disease stabilization, we established a murine model that could recapitulate the diversity of tumor responses observed in clinical settings. Importantly, in this model a fraction of tumors responded to radiation with a period of dormancy/stabilization.[@R3] Wild-type BALB/c mice were challenged with TUBO neoplastic cells, which are derived from a breast carcinoma spontaneously developed by an ERBB2-overexpressing (BALB-neuT) transgenic mouse. Established tumors were treated then with single-dose (15 Gy) local irradiation. Irradiated tumors exhibited a spectrum of responses encompassing complete unresponsiveness, partial responsiveness (with delayed malignant growth), and prolonged disease stabilization. Of note, later on, stable tumors either relapsed or were completely rejected. In this setting, we investigated whether host immune responses contribute to radiotherapy-induced disease stabilization. TUBO tumors growing in severe combined immunodeficient (SCID) hosts could not be controlled by single-dose local irradiation, raising the possibility that host adaptive immunity provides a critical contribution to the stabilization of tumor growth. When we repeated the same experiments in tolerized hosts (i.e., Balb-neuT transgenic mice), we could evoke disease stabilization, but a high radiation dose (30 Gy) was required, lending further support to the role for tumor-specific immune responses in this setting.

We next investigated the mechanisms potentially underlying the differential responses of TUBO tumors in wild-type BALB/c mice by examining the intrinsic radiosensitivity of these lesions. To this aim, irradiated tumors were classified into responsive or irresponsive based on their behavior in the first week after treatment. Single-cell suspensions were then generated from tumors collected 7--8 d post-irradiation and plated. Malignant cells were further irradiated and subjected to clonogenic assays to determine whether variations in their radiosensitivity could explain the responses of tumors subjected to radiotherapy in vivo. We discovered that the differential response of TUBO tumors to radiotherapy in vivo is not due to variations in the radiosensitivity of malignant cells. Rather, animals exhibiting objective responses or disease stabilization upon radiation therapy mounted more robust tumor-specific T-cell responses compared to animals bearing irresponsive tumors, demonstrating a correlation between the antineoplastic effects of radiotherapy and the intensity of host antitumor immune responses.

We also determined that tumor-specific immune responses vary in intensity thought the period of disease stabilization. Cancer-specific T-cell responses in tumor-draining lymph nodes were most intense 8 d post-irradiation while they were significantly reduced in stabilized tumors 3--5 wk post-irradiation. Conversely, the expression levels of programmed cell death ligand 1 (PD-L1) and tumor necrosis factor α (TNFα) were higher in tumors that had gone through 3--5 wk of stabilization than in tumors collected at earlier time points. We hypothesized that radiotherapy-induced disease stabilization relies on the development of a T-cell response in the tumor microenvironment that is sufficient to maintain a temporary equilibrium between the proliferation and (T cell-mediated) death of malignant cells. This equilibrium is eventually broken along with the upregulation of immunosuppressive molecules like PD-L1 in the tumor microenvironment, which is paralleled by the waning of T-cell responses. The neutralization of PD-L1 in tumors stabilized by radiotherapy was sufficient to rescue T-cell function and to drive complete tumor rejection. Our study not only reveals the essential role of T cells in the antineoplastic effects of radiation therapy, but also elucidates key molecular pathways underpinning radiotherapy-induced disease stabilization.

We have previously demonstrated that components of the host immune systems, in particular T cells, play an essential role in the tumor response to local radiotherapy.[@R3]^,^[@R4] Thereafter, we have begun to elucidate some of the signaling pathways and soluble mediators that regulate radiation-induced innate and adaptive immune responses, such as Type I interferon (IFN). We now suggest that disease stabilization as triggered by radiotherapy represents an equilibrium between an enhanced killing of malignant cells by effector T lymphocytes and tumor cell proliferation ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). In addition, we demonstrate that the immunosuppressive tumor microenvironment critically contributes to such an equilibrium by partially attenuating T-cell responses. Thus, shortly after ablative radiotherapy, a strong cytotoxic T-cell response rapidly develops. However, regulatory cells are recruited to the tumor microenvironment and secrete high levels of immunosuppressive mediators. Understanding the evolution of this process will inform the design of novel therapeutic interventions to complete eradicate irradiated neoplastic lesions.

![**Figure 1.** Shifting the equilibrium between the proliferation and T lymphocyte-mediated killing of malignant cells in radiation-stabilized tumors. Within irradiated tumors, an equilibrium is established between proliferating cancer cells and the cytotoxic activity of tumor-specific T lymphocytes. When the equilibrium is compromised by alterations that affect the cytotoxic potential of T cells, neoplastic lesions relapse. Conversely, the neutralization of immunosuppressive molecules such as programmed cell death ligand 1 (PD-L1) tilts the balance toward tumor rejection.](onci-2-e25668-g1){#F1}

Recent studies point to an interesting role for T cells and IFN in the stabilization of carcinogen-induced murine tumors.[@R6]^-^[@R8] These works suggest that emerging tumors are immunologically selected, i.e., they reflect the expansion of malignant cell clones that have lost major antigenic determinants (antigen-loss variants) or are resistant to cytotoxic immune effectors. Antigen-specific T-cell responses can be detected in patients bearing neoplasms that continue to express the same antigen, demonstrating that established lesions can escape immune attacks through mechanisms other than antigen loss. Among these mechanisms, a prominent role is played by the establishment of an immunosuppressive tumor microenvironment, based on the recruitment of regulatory cells or/and the overexpression of T cell-inhibitory molecules like PD-L1. Understanding the precise timing and function of these immunosuppressive factors will open a therapeutic window through which immunomodulatory agents can be applied to efficiently prevent disease relapse.
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